ABSTRACT: The present study aims at describing the sampling plan, operational aspects and strategies used to optimize the field work of a cross-sectional, population-based study conducted in a southern capital of Brazil. For this purpose, the sample design, data collection instrument, selection of interviewers, pilot study, data collection, field logistics, quality control, consistency control, costs, and divulgation of results are herein described. The study’s response rate was 85.3%. We found that the comparison of frequency measurements with and without self-assessment had no significant impact on the estimates, and that the design effect, estimated at 2, was sufficient for most calculations. The reproducibility of the questionnaire was satisfactory, with Kappa values and intraclass correlation coefficients ranging from 0.6 to 0.9. The strategies used to overcome operational problems, such as counting of households, use of maps, questionnaire structuring, rigorous organization of the field work and monitoring of the estimates were fundamental in conducting the study.
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INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of the magnitude and distribution of illnesses and health-related events is indispensable to properly plan health actions and define public policies that aim at improving the life quality of the populations. In the sphere of health, diagnoses and surveillance can be conducted based on data stored in official Health Information Systems (HIS) or by consulting primary data collected by means of population surveys. Despite the innumerable advantages of HIS, such as a broad coverage of vital statistics and hospitalizations, there are important limitations to this system, such as the under-registering of data and the limited amount of collected information. For this reason, cross-sectional population studies have a great importance for health-related data collection and systematization.

In Latin America, the boost given to population-based studies occurred through the so-called Atlantis Plan, sanctioned by the United Nations Organization (UNO) and directed towards countries devoid of socioeconomic data of quality or without any data at all. Brazil’s adhesion to this plan happened in 1967, which led to the creation of the National Survey by Household Samples (Pesquisa Nacional por Amostras de Domicílios – PNAD). Over the years, other population-based surveys were developed in the country, such as the National Study of Family Expenditures (Estudo Nacional da Despesa Familiar – ENDEF) and the Family Income Survey (Pesquisa de Orçamentos Familiares – POF). Moreover, health-related population surveys began to be carried out in the country, such as the supplement about the health of the Brazilian population, conducted for the first time during the PNAD of 1981, the World Health Survey (WHS), the telephone inquiry on...
Surveillance of Chronic Disease Risk Factors and Protection (Vigilância de Fatores de Risco e Proteção para Doenças Crônicas por Inquérito Telefônico – VIGITEL)⁹, the National Survey on Students’ Health (Pesquisa Nacional de Saúde do Escolar – PeNSE)¹⁰, and Oral Health Studies¹¹, among others. Local experiences have also produced important evidence through population inquiries on health, such as the consortia of surveys conducted periodically in Pelotas¹², the Health Inquiry in the state of São Paulo (ISA-SP), and the Health Inquiry of Campinas (ISACAMP)¹³,¹⁴.

The publications based on these inquiries concentrate the information collected on the results obtained, rarely or not at all describing the operational aspects and practical challenges of conducting a health survey. The great demand for publications forces periodicals to adopt increasingly restrictive policies pertaining to the length of the articles, which hinders the inclusion of data about the “backstage” of health surveys. Sharing information among researchers is important, as the operational aspects involved in carrying out population-based inquiries often complicate conduction.

The present paper presents, in detail, the methods and operational procedures that are not part of compendiums on the topic. Our purpose is to detail the “backstage” by reporting what happens in the day-to-day conduction of a population-based study. Important questions are addressed here, such as: What is the procedure used to recognize and update the households in selected census tracts? How are field logistics simulated? What is the size of the team necessary to conduct a survey? What are the advantages and disadvantages of using a handheld computer instead of paper questionnaires? How does one proceed in case of fraud? What is the cost of a survey of this magnitude? How much is paid for each interview conducted?

In the present study, our purpose is to answer these questions, drawing on the methodological and operational aspects of the survey EpiFloripa Adultos, carried out with adults in the capital of the state of Santa Catarina in 2009.

THE SURVEY EPIFLORIPA 2009

In order to achieve the purpose of knowing the prevalence of health problems, investigating risk and protection factors that impact health, and training researchers in the Graduate Program in Collective Health of Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina - UFSC, a cross-sectional population-based study called EpiFloripa Adultos was carried out with adults living in the urban area of Florianópolis (Santa Catarina) in 2009. Capital of the state of Santa Catarina, Florianópolis counted an estimated population of 408,163 residents in 2009¹⁵. The city stands out for holding the fourth best Municipal Human Development Index (M-HDI of 0.88) in Brazil¹⁶. Researchers who were part of the Graduate Program in Collective Health, Graduate Program in Nutrition (UFSC), Graduate Program in Physical Education (UFSC), Graduate Program in Epidemiology (Universidade Federal de Pelotas – UFPel), and Graduate Program in Physical Education (UFPel) participated in the study. Seventeen academic works
were linked to this project, namely eight Master’s dissertations, five doctoral theses, one post-doctorate project, one scientific initiation project, and two isolated projects. The study was financed by National Council for Research and Development (CNPq), Edict 15/2007 (project number 485327/2007-4).

METHODS

DEFINITION OF THE STUDY POPULATION AND SAMPLING

The population was composed of adults (men and women between 20 and 59 years of age) living in the urban region of Florianópolis in 2009. As the survey foresaw estimates of the prevalence of diverse health outcomes, the researchers took into consideration an expected prevalence of 50%, margin of error of 4 percentage points and 95%CI when calculating sample size, which resulted in a sample of 599 adults. To the final calculation were added a design effect (deff) of 2, as well as 10 and 20% to correct the absence of answers so as to control points of confusion. The minimum amount of interviews considered was 1,613 – keeping in mind that the expected response rate was 80% and that the variation coefficient would supposedly not surpass 11% for the estimates of prevalence17.

SAMPLE SELECTION

The sampling process was conducted by clusters in two stages18. Firstly, the census tracts were defined by means of a random draw and formed Primary Sampling Units (PSU). Next, the households to be visited within the tracts were randomly drawn. All individuals between 20 and 59 years of age residing in the households drawn were eligible. In Brazil, the use of census tracts as PSUs is convenient, as this method encompasses the entire population and territory studied, is sized for sample-like purposes, has clear and well-defined territorial limits, provides representative data concerning the internal population, and is also convenient due to the large amount of PSUs. These items are important to ensure the quality of a PSU during a survey, but only when the latter is up-to-date (by means of demographic census or recent intercensal countings)17.

According to data of the 2000 census, Florianópolis had 437 urban census tracts of the type common or non-special tract, and type special subnormal agglomerate tracts19; 17 census tracts were excluded due to lack of information. The selection of the census tracts was systematically conducted a priori. For the random draw, the tracts were organized in deciles based on the average income of the head of the household and abiding by the numerical ordering of each tract, as defined by IBGE (Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics) (Figure 1). In the random draw of the PSUs, a minimum amount of 30 units must be considered in order to achieve a wider distribution and a sufficient number of units for the
conduction of 20 interviews per census tract18. We also considered the necessity of randomly drawing two of the special tracts. This technique forecasts possible field problems, such as, for instance, the impossibility of collecting data in a unit formed by a single residential condominium where the residents refuse to speak with the interviewers or due to threats to the safety of the field team. If the possibility of having to replace tracts is not forecasted, a new draw must be subsequently conducted to select the substitute tracts, albeit with a different probability of being included in the sample.

The random draw of the 60 tracts was systematic, with an interval = 7 (420/60). Thus, the probability of a census tract being included in the sample in the first stage was calculated by $f_1 = 1/7$, and six tracts were selected from each income decil. The spatial distribution of this sample is displayed on Figure 2. Selecting a sample by clusters is a feasible alternative to simple random sampling. In the latter case, choosing the individuals who composed the sample by random draw would be possible by having a list with all the households in the city. However, a list with the necessary quality does not exist in the majority of places. Moreover, the operational costs to carry out this sampling plan would make it very difficult to conduct surveys, whereas the cost tends to be lower in sampling by clusters. The disadvantage of studies by clusters lies in the loss of precision, since, in relation to the outcomes assessed by the survey, the households within a given tract tend to be more similar to one another than when compared to those in other tracts. The increase in estimate variance composes the sample’s design effect ($deff$), which must be considered when calculating the sample’s size.

Figure 1. Distribution of response rate (n = 1,720 adults) according to income deciles. Florianópolis, 2009.
UPDATING THE CENSUS TRACTS

Once the tracts to be visited were defined, it was necessary to obtain the list of households that composed them. Such list is updated every 10 years by the IBGE for the national census. In case a survey is conducted in the years that immediately follow the census, the updated list will be extremely useful, and it can be easily obtained from the institute. As the *EpiFloripa* was carried out in 2009, the available lists were already outdated (year 2000), and it was necessary, then, to update the locations and the quantity of households in each tract. In regions of great urban mobility and territorial occupation, it is important to update the amount of households even in years after the census. To carry out the procedure of “beating the tract”, that is, to update the households in each unit, we had to resort to the IBGE in order to obtain the maps that marked the borders of the census tracts. These maps

Figure 2. Selected sectors in a Florianópolis map.
are made available online by the IBGE (ftp://geoftp.ibge.gov.br/mapas/malhas_digitais/setor_urbano_2000/). The recognition and updating of the households in the tracts was performed by field supervisors. In addition to the maps provided by the IBGE, the supervisors used (1) maps obtained with Google Maps and (2) satellite images from Google Earth to conduct this operation. Knowing the census tracts beforehand enabled us to evaluate the characteristics of each tract and to seek partnerships when a given region was considered risky to the team’s safety. The main partnerships occurred with the Local Health Units and Family Health Strategy teams of the Municipal Health Department in Florianópolis. The field supervisors who recognized the tracts had to employ certain stratagems to obtain the correct counting, such as verifying the amount of light meters in the property, as well as talking to neighbors and property owners.

It is necessary to highlight that, before going into the field, the definition of “household” is important. In the case of the EpiFloripa, the definition chosen was taken from the IBGE: “a structurally separate and independent location used as the dwelling of one or more persons”19. The total number of urban permanent private households (UPPH) was updated in each census tract, which takes five hours on average — varying from three to nine hours — depending on the size and territorial complexity of the census tract in question. At the end of the recognition of the 60 census tracts, 16,775 occupied UPPHs were identified. It was possible to verify the importance of updating each tract upon finding that the number of households varied from 61 to 840 (approximate average of 266 households per tract and variation coefficient of 55%), an interval distant from the IBGE’s definition of census tract (between 300 and 350). In order to minimize this marked variation — detrimental to sampling estimates — the tracts with a reduced number of households were combined, and others with an excessive amount of households were dismembered. This procedure, extremely interesting if the purpose is to keep census tracts with similar sizes, was performed taking into consideration their contiguity, geographical location, and socioeconomic similarities. In this manner, we obtained 63 primary operational units, and the variation coefficient of the number of households was reduced to 32%, still above the recommended figure of 20%18 but considered acceptable for field work.

The sample of households was obtained by means of a systematic draw, with an interval determined by dividing the updated size of each PSU by 18, thus leading to a variation of the probability of being randomly drawn in the second stage (f2). All adults who resided in the households selected in the draw were eligible and included in the sample. Therefore, the final probability of a household within a certain tract being included in the sample was calculated through the equation \( f = f_1 \times f_2 \), where \( f_1 \) is the probability of randomly drawing the primary sampling unit, and \( f_2 \) is the probability that a household would be randomly drawn within the PSU drawn in the first stage. The probability of an individual being chosen was equal to the probability of his/her household, as all eligible individuals in a household selected by draw were interviewed for the survey. Thus, we used \( (w = 1/f) \) to compensate for unequal probabilities of inclusion in the sample, a common factor in complex samples20. Any sampling process must be followed and checked in its entirety by means of known prevalence estimates or previous data that defined sampling as well as during the field stage in order to track precision.
(comparisons of proportions, standard error, confidence intervals, and design effect of the estimates). It is important that all studies present, along with the results, the final sampling plan.

It is important to highlight that it was not necessary to utilize any procedures to eliminate information dependence, as less than two individuals on average were interviewed per household. For this reason, dependence in this case was considered insignificant.

**INSTRUMENT USED FOR DATA COLLECTION**

The data collection instrument was devised in a partnership between graduate students and researchers linked to the project. The selection and formulation of the questions occurred during weekly meetings over four months. In the case of questions from other surveys as well as doubts and questions presented by the group, the authors of the questions and/or instruments were contacted. When dealing with validated instruments, the latter were used according to their respective application manuals. Initially, with the purpose of addressing all research interests, the questionnaire contained over 300 questions. It started with general questions, alternated with anthropometric measurements, and relegated the more delicate questions (for instance, domestic violence) to the end. The first structure proposal was reformulated and, after discussion, the questionnaire was tested by the students on an intentional sample of two adults per student, resulting in 32 adults interviewed. In this test, we sought to interview individuals from different socioeconomic levels, assess the time taken to conduct the interview, and the interviewees’ understanding of the questions. The questionnaire was finalized with 233 questions divided in 20 sections. Based on the questionnaire, the “Interviewer’s Manual” was elaborated — with procedures on how to approach the individuals in the field and explanations for each of the 233 questions — and it was used to train the interviewers and as a support in the field. Although lengthy, the questionnaire was well accepted, and the refusals were rare.

**THE TEAM**

The field team was formed by 35 female interviewers hired to collect data, by field supervisors (graduate students involved in the study) and by project coordinators (professors of the Graduate Program in Collective Health). The choice for female interviewers was due to a higher probability that the resident would feel safe to open the door of his/her household to a female and agree to the participate in the survey. Moreover, taking anthropometric measurements involves the act of lifting T-shirts and the consequent exposure of part of the participant’s belly, which could cause more embarrassment for females had they been interviewed by men. In addition to the graduate students, an executive secretary, a
Journalism undergraduate, a scientific initiation student, and an undergraduate student, all on scholarships, were also part of the team.

**PROCESS OF SELECTION OF INTERVIEWERS**

The selection process was initiated by the definition of the number of interviewers necessary to interview 2,016 adults in a three-month period (September to November 2009), considering an average of eight weekly interviews per interviewer. Thus, the final number of interviewers was 21. Based on this number, we established some criteria that should be met by the candidates, such as:

1. being female;
2. having finished high school at least;
3. being available to conduct at least two interviews per day;
4. being available to carry out the interviews in the evenings and on weekends;
5. having expression and communication skills;
6. being motivated to perform the activity at hand;
7. participating in the training sessions;
8. being approved on the evaluations conducted during and at the end of the training sessions.

The job posts were publicized on posters spread on all campuses of *Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina* (UFSC), in Technical Schools in the area of health in Florianópolis, in places with a high circulation of people in the city, on the website of the Regional Nursing Council of Santa Catarina (COREn/SC), and on the classifieds of one of the city’s most highly circulated newspaper. Furthermore, a list with the names of interviewers who had previously participated in UFSC surveys in the area of health was also used. A pre-selection was carried out with interested candidates, who were interviewed individually. In the pre-selection stage, we took into consideration the aforementioned criteria and selected 30 potential interviewers to participate in the training, a number considered adequate to compose a back-up registry. The subsequent step was the selection per se, with a five-day full-time training that comprised the following contents:

1. presentation of the project;
2. introduction to the theories of the measurements used in the study;
3. measurement training;
4. calibration of the measurements taken by the candidates;
5. presentation on how to approach households and interviewees by IBGE technicians;
6. interviewers’ dress code (mandatory use of vest, identification badge, as well as long and loose blouses and bermuda shorts);
7. how to handle the handheld device when collecting data;
8. questionnaire reading;
9. simulations and dramatizations of interviews;
10. theoretical test about questions pertinent to the study;
11. pre-test in households (two households per interviewer, supervised by a field coordinator).

After this selection process and training, only seven candidates were selected. There was a high rate of withdrawals and recruiting difficulties, especially due to the candidates’ impossibility to follow the schedule established and test fails. As this number was short of what was planned for data collection, the posters were publicized once again and a new selection process was initiated with the purpose of reaching a total of 21 interviewers in the main team and more back-up interviewers. Thus, new selections, trainings and replacements occurred throughout the entire study.

The interviewers signed a three-month contract that could be renewed due to time extensions needed for data collection (in this case, four months), as well as a loan agreement (which indicated the interviewers’ responsibilities regarding the research materials in their possession), both duly notarized, in accordance with information gathered from consulting the Pro-rector of Research and Extension and the legal attorney of UFSC. This hiring process was conducted so as to offer more security to the interviewers, to the university, and to the researchers in charge.

DATA COLLECTION

The data collection was carried out by the interviewers using the Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). The PDA is used to collect information digitally, and it has recently been systematically incorporated in surveys conducted by the IBGE. Digital collection brings many advantages to research development, among them:

- immediate judgment of the choices of answers when filling in the questionnaire;
- all mandatory items in the questionnaire must be filled in;
- customized filling-in made possible by automatic question skipping;
- real-time research tracking;
- it dispenses with the transportation of large volumes of paper questionnaires.

As a disadvantage of using the PDA, observed in the present study, it is possible to mention the difficulty to find professionals to develop data collection using the device within the payment circumstances allowed by the project, and the necessity of 10 hours of practice for the interviewers to familiarize themselves with the equipment.

To program the PDA, we used Python® for Windows Mobile®, a software utilized and available in the PDA. Following this programming step, all researchers involved...
participated in test batteries and simulations with the program in order to identify problems in the answers and in the succession of questions. This process with tests and simulations, as well as identification and correction of problems took about two weeks and was fundamental to initiate data collection with the PDAs correctly programmed. Moreover, simulations of data transfering from the PDA files were conducted in the same period. The data were transferred by Windows Mobile® through synchronization and exported as .csv files. Each interview generated one file, followed by a stage of grouping all files in a single database. Once in the field, some problems occurred with the PDAs, such as insufficient battery life and broken device screens. These difficulties were overcome by using printed questionnaires, always at hand in case of eventualities. Even so, the benefits of using PDAs were unquestionable.

FIELD LOGISTICS – PILOT STUDY

A pilot study was carried out in two census tracts that were not part of the sample on the course of two weeks. An average of 15 interviews were conducted by each interviewer. All field simulations were completed and, at the end of the pilot study, we observed that the length of the interviews varied from 45 to 90 minutes; it was longer in the case of female interviewees, as there were specific additional questions directed at them. The average length of time taken to apply the questionnaire was 50 minutes — it varied between 30 and 40 minutes for men, and between 50 to 60 minutes for women. Based on the pilot study, we considered it suitable to provide the interviewers with pre-paid minutes on their mobile phones so as to facilitate contact with the field supervisors. An on-call schedule was devised with specific mobile phone numbers. The purpose was to have a UFSC graduate student answer eventual questions that the field team or the community might have about the study, from Monday to Saturday during business hours. In addition, on the day the interviewers had to hand in the files, once a week, the on-call schedule counted more people: one professor, two on-call students and the executive secretary. The professor on call was in charge of transferring the files, one of the students was responsible for the field material, the other for clarifying any doubts and in case of back-up necessities, and the executive secretary was in charge of paying for the interviews that had already cleared quality control.

PUBLICITY STRATEGIES

When publicizing the survey, our aim was to reach the adults whose names had been selected in the draw and the community in general. Our starting point was the presupposition that publicizing the study properly would facilitate the
participants’ adhesion. One week prior to data collection, the field supervisors personally delivered a letter informing about the study, the selection/draw of households, and how the interviewers could be identified. To publicize the survey in the census tracts selected in the draw, we printed colorful posters in which we sought to highlight the importance of the survey and asked the people to receive the interviewers in their households. These posters were distributed in the tracts selected, in locations of high circulation. Moreover, we also publicized the survey through the Communication Agency at UFSC, as well as interviews on radio stations and local newspapers, both in print and on television.

**QUALITY CONTROL**

Quality control was performed weekly through revising and checking 15% of the interviews, which were selected by random draw in each tract. The key information pieces contained in the questionnaire were verified over the phone by the field supervisors, who compared the data obtained during the interview to the answers received over the phone. Four forms with ten questions each were then developed, concerning data that do not vary over a short period of time (from the interviewer’s visit to the checking stage). These forms were utilized randomly during the process of quality control. The purpose of using four different sets of questions was to minimize the possibility that the interviewers knew the questions pertaining to quality control. However, in the second month of data collection, we opted for using only one quality control form (with ten questions) in order to have a larger sample when calculating reproducibility. During the quality control process, three fraudulent interviews conducted by the same interviewer were identified. The procedure followed was to exclude the interview, immediately remove the interviewer in question from the field, and check all other interviews conducted by her.

**CONSISTENCY CONTROL**

Every week, a descriptive analysis of the variables of the interviews was sent to the supervisors following the delivery of the files by the interviewers. At that moment, in case of inconsistency, the interviewee was contacted by the field supervisor within seven days to confirm or correct the information provided, that is, before a new delivery of files. This stage was important to qualitatively follow up the interviewers’ performance on the field, both to evidence any necessary clarifications and to identify any shortcomings. The deadlines to send and correct inconsistencies were rigorously stipulated and reinforced in order to maintain the database always updated. Even after this process, a final consistency revision was conducted at the end of the field work stage with the purpose of ensuring the quality of the data collected.
COSTS

This research study was financed by CNPq (National Council for Research and Development), Edict 15/2007 (project number 485327/2007-4). It was titled “Health conditions of the adult population of the city of Florianópolis, Santa Catarina: a population-based study”, and it was granted 63,295.32 Brazilian reais (R$). Due to the relatively low amount granted to a study of this proportion, partnerships with the UFSC, the State Health Department, and with another research study carried out in the Graduate Program in Collective Health were necessary. The venue, envelopes, paper, badges, folders, bags, office material, photocopies and telephone were provided by Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina. The State Health Department produced all the manuals and materials used to train the interviewers. Partnering with the other project aided in better negotiations pertaining to the equipment and payment of students on scholarships who worked in both studies at the same time.

The average cost per interview was R$ 36,80 (US$ 21.40), and the average cost of the final work per student (dissertation/thesis/academic papers) was R$ 3,723,25 (US$ 2,164.70). Around 90.0% of the amount granted to the project as a whole was used towards human resources (to pay the interviewers, basically). The cost referring to the payment of successful interviews increased as the survey advanced. Initially, the amount paid per interview was R$ 20,00 (US$ 11.63). We then established weekly goals — for instance, the interviewers who handed in more than 14 interviews per week would receive R$ 21,00 (US$ 12.21) per interview. This strategy had two outcomes: the first one was positive and resulted in an increase in the quantity of interviews handed in per week; and the second was negative, as some interviewers did not show up on the delivery date with the intention of reaching the weekly goal. Thus, the goals were reevaluated each week and delivery delays were not allowed. In the last two months, the payment was raised to R$ 25,00 (US$ 14.53) and R$ 30,00 (US$ 17.44). In the last month, the best four interviewers were selected and returned to the field in the tracts with the lowest response rates; in this case, up to R$ 40,00 (US$ 23.26) were paid per interview. Payments were processed weekly for three reasons:

1. the interviews of a given week were delivered on the same date and were paid only after quality control, that is, in the subsequent week. With this procedure, the chance of encountering problems in the delivery of materials (questionnaire files) is reduced and it did not occur in this study;
2. weekly meetings were held to continuously capacitate the interviewers, control response rates, verify the reasons for refusal and/or losses and provide in-person contact with the field supervisors;
3. assessment of the results pertaining to payment strategies.
RESULTS

The response rate of this study was 85.3% (1,720 people). Therefore, the minimum number of individuals (1,613) and the precision criteria defined in the planning stage were preserved. We verified similar proportions between age range and sex in the adult population of Florianópolis, obtained through the EpiFloripa survey with IBGE’s estimates for 2009.

The variables that presented a higher percentage of non-response were waist measurement, with 1671 responses and weight, with 1677 responses, followed by blood pressure, with 1679 responses; height, with 1685 responses; and income, with 1685 responses, for a total of 2.1% of non-responses.

We compared the proportions, standard errors, confidence intervals and design effects of the estimates of the following variables: self-perceived health, depression, medical appointments in the previous 15 days, and blood donation. We considered a self-assessed sample and an assessed sample, and identified that assessment did not have a big impact on the estimates and that the deff was higher than 2 only in relation to some variables, as in the case of the medical appointments (Table 1). The reproducibility was considered satisfactory, with Kappa values and intraclass correlation coefficients varying between 0.6 and 0.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Proportion (%)</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>95%CI</th>
<th>Deff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive self-perception of health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-assessed</td>
<td>79.82</td>
<td>0.11981</td>
<td>77.93 – 81.72</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessed</td>
<td>81.20</td>
<td>0.12137</td>
<td>78.33 – 84.06</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-assessed</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>0.106272</td>
<td>14.90 – 19.16</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessed</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>0.097553</td>
<td>14.25 – 18.15</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood donation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-assessed</td>
<td>30.58</td>
<td>0.116358</td>
<td>28.25 – 32.90</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessed</td>
<td>30.30</td>
<td>0.107256</td>
<td>28.12 – 32.40</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical appointments in the last 15 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-assessed</td>
<td>28.01</td>
<td>0.108406</td>
<td>25.89 – 30.14</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessed</td>
<td>27.97</td>
<td>0.153945</td>
<td>24.89 – 31.05</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main results were shared with the survey participants by e-mail and letter. Furthermore, we divulged the results during meetings with the Municipal Health Department, in the research section of a newspaper circulated in the state and in other media with the support of the scientific journalism center at UFSC. The study also has a website (www.epifloripa.ufsc.br) available to researchers and to the community, with all the information about the study as well as the materials developed.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

Health surveys are extremely important for producing information that subsidize public policies and promote advancements in scientific knowledge. Although health surveys are still incipient in Brazil, the country has advanced towards improving the quality of methodologies and has increasingly invested in planning such studies. In this sense, it is essential to discuss the theoretical and operational aspects behind cross-sectional population-based studies. As innumerable challenges are posed to the researchers who carry out these studies, discussing conducts and possibilities to circumvent them is fundamental to form much-needed researchers in this area.
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